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VESTNORSK MAALFORE FYRE 1350, II, SUDVESTLANDSK I. 
RYGIAMAAL. Christiania, 1915. Pp. 127+ Five Plates. [Videnskapssels- 
kapets Skrifter II, 1914-15.] 

The present study by Professor Haegstad is a continuation of his Vestnorske 
maalftfri fyre 1350, I, of which the introduction "Latinsk skrift i gamalnorsk 
maal" was published in 1906. Those who do not possess this work I ma; refer 
to my review of it in Vol. VIII (1909) of The Journal of English and Germanic 
Philology, pages 602-605. In 1907 the author's " Nordvestlandsk" appeared. 
The present number is the first installment on Southwest Norwegian; it will be 
followed by one on the "hordske maal" and the "egdske maalfjzfri" as "Indre 
Sudvestlandsk," one on Icelandic and one on Faroese. In the volume now 
in preparation, that on hordske maal, emphasis will be laid on the charters from 
the inner groups of dialects, Voss, Hardanger and central and inner Sogn.1 

The present number deals with Old Norwegian in a rather extensive region, 
for, what we may perhaps call in English the Rugian dialects, comprises Dalarne, 
Jaederen, Ryfylke, and R01dal parish of Hardanger. This number, therefore, 
and the next number to appear cover the texts of ON times in those regions 
particularly which stand nearest to Icelandic and classical Old Norse. The 
author's plan in the order of treatment is therefore a natural one, and it is most 
desirable to have such an investigation carried into Icelandic and Faroese. 
Fruitful as Haegstad' s results have already been for Old Norse in general the 
present study is especially interesting and valuable with the greater emphasis 
here laid upon the development after 1350. 

The Rugian branch of the Norwegians were domiciled near the mouth of 
the Vistula as neighbors of the Goths when history first reveals anything about 
them (Tacitus, 98 A.D., chapter 44 of Ger mania) . There were wars between the 
Goths and the Rugii, it would seem, presumably in the first half of the second 
century A.D. The Rugii were driven out and entered upon their migrations. 
They are said to have founded a kingdom in the Carpathians, they are often 
mentioned with Goths and Erulii and Germans,2 - in Old English, Widsith 
(500 A.D. and later parts) speaks of them (line 21) in his list of peoples among 
whom he had travelled and sung. When Jordanes wrote of the Scandinavian 
tribes he mentions the Rugii as living near to the Arothi ( = harudi, ON. hordar, 
modern Horda-l&nd); he places them just before the latter, hence they were 
then settled in their present abode (and probably had been for several centuries). 

At present Rugian speech, as represented in the present study, extends from 
the river Sira in Flekkefjord up north to Ryvarden in South Hordaland or 
about 100 miles south of Bergen. Prof. Haegstad is inclined to believe that 
the old "Rogaland" (land of the Rugii) also embraced all of Agder east of the 
river Sira. 

Haegstad's investigation takes into account a group of ninety-seven charters, 
of which seventy-four are from Stavanger; but of these a considerable number 
must practically be eliminated from the investigation, as not being written in 
Southwest Norwegian (dialect) but in the normalised ONw. chancery style of 
Bergen, which thence spread south to Stavanger. This chancery norm, as the 
author points out, was a composite of Northwest Norwegian and the language 
of Throndhjem, which latter had gained supremacy in the XIHth century. 
Again other letters]; are morefpurely Northwestern in dialect. Fortunately 

1 Outer "hordske" maal comprises chiefly Nordhordland. 
* Professor Haegstad notes* that Procopius calls the Rugii a Gothic people. 
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there are particularly five letters that are written in dialect, and, of course, it is 
mainly on the basis of these that the present investigation rests. The differences 
between the genuine dialect form and the chancery norm is illustrated first in 
the author's presentation by the two copies of the charter AM. fasc. 30, numbers 
10 and 11, date 1305. As copy 10 here shows, the two great distinguishing 
marks of this dialect in modern times were also present in ONw. times, i.e., 
consistently carried out w-umlaut before retained u, and everywhere the vowels 
e, o, in endings, not i and u or e and o as elsewhere according to the law of 
vowel-harmony. The author now presents a detailed account of the language 
of these five charters (and the dialectal elements of other charters). There are 
many things that it would be tempting to dwell on; I shall confine myself to 
briefly discussing some of the characteristics of the dialect, omitting the two 
mentioned above (1 and 10 in the lists). The numbers at the left are the 
author's numbers in the order of presentation. 

3a. /-umlaut of a is e, coinciding with original e: setta, segir. Exceptions 
would seem to be chiefly before r: framfceriS, hucer; cf. Jaederen dial, kvcer and 
kvcerandre today, but kvenn and kenn where v is lost by assimilation. 

3c. Original e appears as e: )>egar, gefa, leset. But there is much irregu- 
larity, certain charters having often a' and certain words were clearly pronounced 
with a lower vowel as the writing a indicates, thus : aftr, cek, vcetr, vcsra. 

3d. Original 6 appears as ef but especially before r, as hcer, and in the words 
reek and geek, it is a. The modern differentiation into i and ce, which in this 
egion is found especially in Jaederen, goes back to the XHIth century therefore. 

Examples: Ryfylke, fcekk, jcekk, tcett, but Jaederen, fekk, jekk, tilt; also Jaederen 
hikk, ON. htkk, and hilt, ON. hilt. Haegstad would assume the intermediate 
forms to have been Hell, hiekk, hielt. However, this seems unnecessary; 
rather, in the forms which have i to-day the narrow vowel £ became still further 
narrowed when it became short; i.e., it was raised from a narrow mid-vowel to a 
wide high vowel, as locally elsewhere where old 6 has been shortened.3 I assume 
that in the Jaederen dial, indefinite kne (ON. knS) would today be knitt (i.e. 
knitt) in the definite form. 

5c. Progressive umlaut after j is found only in Ingielder in the dialectal 
letters; the date of this is 1318, but ia prevails long after that. However, in 
the mixed letters the phenomenon appears as early as 1300, as Jedre, and it is 
frequent around 1350. The law seems then perhaps to have begun to operate 
in the region in question about 1300. By about 1400 the change was complete 
(cf. Biarkreims, 1388, but a Bierkreime, 1403). 

6. '>an, '>at and '>ar are constant; forms with <z are not met with. The 
modern forms, however, are denn, dee and dm (or der, djr). The change is first 
sporadically evidenced in 1345; it is more in evidence about 1400, by 1450 those 
with e prevail. The tenacity of the West Nw. a here shows itself in that down 
to 1554 it is still met with in Stavanger letters. The change is first found in 
mixed letters and in those written at Stavanger. The author does not express 
himself as to the source or the course of the new forms Ipan, ')CBt and '>(Br. It 
may be noted that these forms are a departure from regular West Norwegian 
conditions today as they were then. If the new form is an evolution of a to a 
in these words of weak sentence stress it would seem to have come to Ryfylke- 
Jaederen via West Telemarken and Dalarne, for in the North, in Hardanger 

8 As in Aurland, Sogn. 
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and Voss, only a-forms are found. However, the forms in a appear first in 
mixed letters in the city of Stavanger and the earliest occurrences are prevail- 
ingly in letters that show the influence of the chancery norm. Hence may not 
the forms J?#«, 'at and '><Br be a case of borrowing? 

7. The negative prefix is w, but the material is limited. Today it is 
everywhere u. It is interesting and somewhat surprising that a few genuine 
charters have 6' in view of certain later evidence and Icelandic-Faroese condi- 
tions the author holds that the prefix 6- was as general as H- in the Viking 
Age, but later yielded again to tf . This seems somewhat venturesome; the matter 
needs investigation for a larger surrounding region and as to the scope of the 
later evidence. 

8. The svarabhakti vowel appears as early as 1297; it is e in the main 
letters but sometimes o, u, and a in mixed letters. The occurrence of these 
latter vowels is noteworthy. While the writing u sometimes merely indicates a 
vague e, that is 3, showing that the change from, e.g., y&> to yt>9r is just beginning 
(hence yiSur means ytidr), the author shows that in some parts of Ryfylke the 
vowel actually was u> while in some parts of Dalarne it actually was a. Thus 
the domain of u (o) in Voss in the XIV th century extended south as far as 
parts of Ryfylke, and the domain of a, brfiSar (pl.), extended from Telemarken 
as far west as Saetersdalen. Also especially interesting is it that, as the author 
shows, the nature of the new vowel depends upon a kind of vowel-harmony 
(here in the region where the law of vowel-harmony does not operate); thus, 
e.g., domor, but fullur. But forms of the type riker (adj. sg.) were dominant 
numerically, since e would come after a, «, ce and y also. Hence the disap- 
pearance of u (o) is due to analogy? The smaller group of vowel+r, ending of 
adjectives and nouns in the singular passed over into the larger class. The 
modern equivalent is 9, which in these regions may be from e> o, or u' and this is 
Haegstad's view, e and o («) passed into 9. This seems supported by occasional 
late forms in -o, as jfornemdo (1523). 

10b. From the author's very full discussion of vowel-harmony (see refer- 
ence above) I shall note only the fact that, whereas the vowels of endings 
are regularly e and o irrespective of the preceding vowel, the noun endings: 
-illy -ull, -ingr, -ingi, -ing, -ungr, -mundr are constant (not ketell, etc.). 

12. J) initially and 8 medially and finally is the regular practice in these 
charters. Now there is much confusion in the writing of d and t$ in the end 
of the Xlllth and in the first quarter of the XIV th century, all of which of 
course indicates a change of pronunciation. However, the consistent use of 
d for d in the oldest charters treated here enables us to see where we still have 

spirantal pronunciation, the letter for which is <S or d. We find then that the 

spirant obtains after vowels, after/, g, Ig, m and r, but d, appears after n. In 
some charters old -wo' also has become -md. 

14. Spirantal g is written gh in the words dagh and logh and after I and r , as 

fylghia, berghet, in dialectal charters as early as 1305 and 1316, but in mixed 
letters as early as 1266. The modern dialect has no spirantal g. 

15. The writings /* and pt are both used, corresponding presumably (more 
or less) to the same variation in the dialects there today (though old aftr-aptr 
and efter-epter are now att9 and Ut9 here as elsewhere in Norwegian dialects). 
The writing pt prevails in both dialectal and mixed charters. 
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The above are selected from the main characteristics of the language of the 
charters from this region. Among special features I shall only mention those of 
the ending -ende (nowhere -ynde) as sannende; the endings -igr and -ugr; vowel- 
lengthening before /+/ and l+s between the end of the XHIth century and 
the beginning of the XV th century prevailed over much of the region. The 
main letters give no evidence of the voicing of the explosives in stressed posi- 
tion, which is such a striking characteristic of the region along the sea from 
central Ryfylke to Arendal. Even in other letters this is first evidenced in 
the XVth century. In unstressed position the voiced sound is found as early as 
1307 and 1328 (as ad= at). 

I have above noted some of the main phenomena in the phonology, where 
the weight of the author's work lies. There is naturally valuable material also 
on the inflexions of Southeast Norwegian of the XHI-XIVth centuries. And it 
was to be expected that an investigation of this kind should bring to light 
out of the charters many new words and meanings not before recorded. The 
latter material, 225 words, is listed on pp. 92-102, where the earliest occurrence 
and the source, if the word is loaned, are also given. This list is very interesting 
also in the light that it throws upon loans, such as dialectal loans directly from 
German, loans from East Norwegian or from Swedish; the last of these begin 
about 1425. Many German words seem to have come in by way of Swedish, 
clearly so in such cases as flydde, OSw. flya, but Middle Low German vlien; 
vntreth, OSw. untra'tta, but MLG. untrichten, etc., etc. 

In a special part the language of texts other than charters is accounted 
for, as Gamalnorsk homiliebdk, 3rd hand, and runic inscriptions. 

There are many special problems that invite discussion but I cannot here take 
the space. Haegstad's Rygjamaal is a very significant contribution to the study 
of Old Norwegian. But it is more than that; in almost every phenomenon 
discussed a large body of notes with a mass of illustrations of forms, etc., car- 
ries the account through the Middle Norwegian period down to early modern 
Norwegian, and finally in another body of notes there is a survey of the condi- 
tion in the present dialect of Rogaland. The labor involved here, especially 
in the part involving Middle Norwegian, must have been tremendous; but the 
author has his reward in the greatly added value which his work gets in the 
hands of those who will use it. There are five excellent facsimile pages. 

Scholars will be grateful for this contribution to the history of Norwegian. 
It is hoped that the continuation may not be long delayed. 

June 5, 1916. 
George T. Flom. 
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